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Trade Finance and Its Role in the Great
Trade Collapse
JaeBin Ahn
The Great Recession stimulated research on many issues that
had been overlooked previously in the profession. Trade finance
is one of the best examples of these issues. Although trade
finance has served as the primary driver of international transactions for centuries, it received its due attention from academic
researchers and policymakers only after the Great Recession that
was accompanied by what has been called the Great Trade Collapse. This article
summarizes recent research on trade finance, particularly the pattern of payment
methods and the role of trade finance in the Great Trade Collapse.
At the onset of the Great Recession, triggered by the bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers, international trade fell much faster and more drastically than GDP
worldwide, resulting in what has been labeled the Great Trade Collapse. Since
then, researchers have found that the inherent nature of international trade—
sectoral composition, vertical linkages, lumpiness, and trade finance—can lead
(continued on page 2)
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Recent events have shown that sovereigns, just
like banks, can be subject to runs. Hence, it pays
to know who holds their liabilities. This article
explains the construction of a dataset on investor holdings of sovereign debt to track investor
demand for advanced economy sovereign debt. It
also discusses new risk indicators to capture both the vulnerability to and likelihood of
potential investor shifts and their domestic financial stability implications.
There has been a lot of discussion about how the supply of sovereign debt
changed after the global financial crisis. Compilation of the comprehensive historical public debt database by IMF economists reflects such renewed interest in public
debt (Abbas and others, 2010). Yet, less attention has been paid to how the demand
side has been changing, although shifts in the investor base for sovereign debt can
have significant effects on government borrowing costs, as recently witnessed in a
number of euro area countries.
(continued on page 4)
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to larger drops in trade during downturns. This article will
focus exclusively on trade finance.1
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There is no lack of evidence when it comes to the important role of financing in international trade. Berman and
Martin (2012) show that African exports were particularly
vulnerable to past financial crises in destination countries
mainly due to disruptions in trade finance. Chor and Manova (2012) find that U.S. imports from countries with tighter
credit markets fell more during the Great Trade Collapse
period, and that the decline was more pronounced in external-finance-intensive industries. During the same period, a
firm-level analysis also confirms that exporters hit harder
by credit supply shocks reduced exports significantly more
(Amiti and Weinstein, 2011; Paravisini and others, 2011). In
fact, given the substantial role of financing in every modern economic activity, it is hardly surprising that the recent
financial crisis had adverse effects on international trade. A
more relevant question is why international trade was disproportionately hit relative to domestic activity, which in
turn begs the question, what is trade finance?

actions, resulting in less information on foreign trading
partners, and hence riskier international transactions.
Information becomes more important in uncertain times,
which explains why international trade finance loans are
more sensitive to a financial crisis. The underlying premise is that the level of information affects the cost of trade
financing and plays a crucial role in determining the choice
of payment methods and the value of transactions.
In order to test the empirical validity of such financing
motives in the choice of payment methods, it is critical to
consider the characteristics of both the buyer and the seller

“Information becomes more important
in uncertain times, which explains why
international trade finance loans are more
sensitive to a financial crisis.”

involved in the transaction, including their bilateral relationship. This requires buyer-seller matched transaction
data with payment method information. However, the lack
of available data at such a detailed transaction level makes
this a somewhat elusive quest.2

Every business transaction involves trade finance. For
example, when a seller receives a purchase order from a
buyer that stipulates the payment from the buyer after
delivery (i.e., a post-shipment payment or open-account
transaction), the seller extends trade credit to the buyer
and becomes responsible for working-capital financing to
produce the goods and fulfill the order. Alternatively, the
buyer can take up the responsibility of trade financing
when a letter of credit is issued by the buyer’s bank or the
buyer makes advance payment. Such trade financing will
be more acute for international transactions because the
typical shipping time is longer (Ahn, Amiti, and Weinstein,
2011; Berman and others, 2012) and the risk of nonpayment
or nondelivery is higher (Ahn, 2011; Antras and Foley, 2011;
Schmidt-Eisenlohr, 2010).

Ahn (2012a) tackles the hurdle by employing the universe of Colombian import data over the 2008–11 period,
encompassing well over 2 million transactions a year. The
unique features of this dataset—which identify the entities
of each foreign supplier and Colombian importer in addition to the payment method used in each transaction—
are almost ideal. Moreover, the fact that the majority of
Colombian importers transact with multiple foreign suppliers enhances the quality of econometric analysis because
it allows for exploiting within-importer variations, effectively controlling for importer-level characteristics such as
nonpayment risks.

In particular, Ahn (2011) develops a model that predicts
the pattern of payment methods and explains the role of
trade finance in the Great Trade Collapse in terms of the
level of information accumulated between trading partners. Higher trade costs lead to fewer cross-border trans-

Controlling for goods and importer fixed effects, the
baseline specification shows that the post-shipment payment term is more likely to be chosen if (1) a foreign supplier is larger (proxied by the volume of total exports to
Colombia), and (2) a foreign supplier has transacted with

1 Interested readers are referred to Bems, Johnson, and Yi (2012) for
a comprehensive survey of the literature on the Great Trade Collapse,
and to Asmundson and others (2011) for survey-based evidence on
trade finance.

2 Rare exceptions include Antras and Foley (2011) with data from a
U.S. food exporter and Klapper, Laeven, and Rajan (2012) with data
from a factoring company.
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the Colombian importer previously, although the effect of
such a transaction history is weakened for larger suppliers. To the extent that supplier size reflects the supplier’s
financing ability and past transaction history reflects the
buyer’s creditworthiness, this finding implies that financially healthier suppliers are better able to extend trade
credits to buyers, whereas less liquid suppliers have to
rely on advance payments or letters of credit. For a given
importer, better-informed suppliers are more willing to
extend trade credits. Furthermore, the interaction term
suggests that illiquid suppliers are more concerned about
buyers’ creditworthiness. Most interestingly, when an
intra-firm transaction dummy variable is added with interaction terms, each of these effects disappears for intra-firm
transactions, which are relatively free from credit risks. In
addition, country-level variations reveal that a supplier in
a country with poorer information on Colombian importers (e.g., more distant, non-Spanish speaking, and less
trade with Colombia), or in a financially less-developed
country (e.g., lower level of bank credits to GDP), is less
likely to offer post-shipment payment terms to a Colombian importer. Overall, the evidence strongly confirms that
the choice of payment methods hinges on suppliers’ ability
and willingness to extend trade credit in the face of buyers’
nonpayment risks.

on to a reduction in imports. Calculations from the estimation results suggest that the trade finance channel can
explain at least 38 percent to 47 percent of the collapse in
imports by letters of credit in Colombia.

The next step is to verify the model’s prediction on the
trade collapse. Trade finance becomes costlier and less
available during financial crises. According to Ahn (2011),
such adverse shocks will be more severe for transactions
between lesser-known trading partners, particularly when
a transaction takes place under the post-shipment payment
term. Again, the richness of the data allows for controlling
for importers’ goods-level demand shocks and for exploiting transaction-level variations for each payment type. The
simplest and most direct evidence comes from the fact that
inter-firm transactions dropped, on average, by 10 percentage points more than intra-firm transactions. A deeper
look at the data confirms that imports from a supplier who
has better information on the buyer (e.g., having imported
from the buyer in the past) or who resides in a country with
better information on Colombian importers, declined less.
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The analysis of demand-side dynamics for sovereign debt
is particularly challenging due to the lack of internationally
comparable investor base estimates. For instance, (i) investor
base data from national debt management offices usually cover only a subset of government debt (e.g., central government);
(ii) national flow of funds data are not always internationally
comparable; and (iii) data from private sector vendors (e.g.,
survey or custodial data) usually cover only a small share of
the investor base.
Recent IMF staff research (Arslanalp and Tsuda, 2012) takes
a step toward filling this data gap by compiling a comprehensive investor base dataset for 24 major advanced economies,
covering 98 percent of the advanced economy sovereign debt
universe.
The composition of sovereign investor base is important
because shifts in the sovereign investor base can affect (i)
governments’ borrowing costs; (ii) governments’ refinancing
risks; and (iii) domestic financial stability.
The previous literature tended to focus on implications for
governments’ borrowing costs (Friedman and Roley, 1980).
Several studies show that an increase in the share of foreign
investors or domestic institutional investors in the investor
base is associated with lower sovereign bond yields (Andritzky, 2012; Warnock and Warnock, 2009).
The implications of the post-crisis changes in sovereign
investor base for governments’ refinancing risks and domestic financial stability is the focus of this article. On the one

hand, a rising share of foreign private investors in the investor
base can heighten governments’ refinancing risk because they
could be a less stable source of demand. On the other hand, a
high share of domestic banks in the investor base may jeopardize domestic financial stability through a strong two-way
interdependence between the sovereign and domestic bank
balance sheets (BIS, 2011; Merler and Pisani-Ferry, 2012).
The investor base dataset1 has the following characteristics:
First, a common definition of sovereign debt is used (general
government gross debt on a consolidated basis). Second, a
common estimation methodology is used to ensure crosscountry comparability based on harmonized international
data sources, such as the Bank for International Settlements
(BIS), IMF, and World Bank. Third, all data are compiled
either in face value or adjusted for valuation changes, where
appropriate. Fourth, this dataset tracks transactions and
holdings of six different investor classes—domestic central
banks, domestic banks, domestic nonbanks, foreign official
sector, foreign banks, and foreign nonbanks, in contrast to
national data sources that usually classify foreign investors
under one category (“rest of the world”). While this article
covers advanced economies, the methodology is general
enough to cover emerging market economies too.
The dataset can be used to analyze demand-side dynamics
through a number of different prisms:
• For example, Figure 1 shows the estimated investment
flows of foreign investors since 2008. This is a tool that
policymakers can use to track foreign investor flow across
1

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2012/Data/wp12284.zip
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all major advanced economies with a quarter lag. All
investor flows are de-trended and scaled by the inverse of
country-specific standard deviations to make them crosscomparable (i.e., based on z-scores). The mean and the
standard deviation for the z-scores are calculated using
an expanding window starting from 2004Q1, in line with
the sudden stop identification methodology of Calvo and
others (2004). The figure shows that, during the global
financial crisis (2008–09), foreign investors increased
their holdings of most advanced economy sovereign debt,
reflecting its perceived risk-free status during that time.
In the later period, however, they started to differentiate among different sovereigns, amid the ongoing euro
area sovereign debt turmoil. Most recently, the European
Central Bank’s announcement on outright monetary
transactions (OMT) in August 2012 stabilized foreign
investor outflows from euro area periphery government
debt markets.
• Another use of this dataset includes analysis of portfolio
shifts by different types of foreign investors. In particular,
foreign central banks behaved quite differently from foreign private investors: post-crisis, they have significantly

diversified their portfolios toward “alternative safe haven”
currencies. For instance, foreign central bank holdings of
Australian sovereign debt have quadrupled over the last
two years, according to the dataset.
• Sovereign exposures of domestic banks were also on the
rise after the global financial crisis across most advanced
economies, both in nominal terms and as a percent of
banking sector assets (Figure 2). This may reflect cyclical
factors, such as weak growth conditions, as well as structural factors, such as banks’ need to deleverage, preparations for implementing the new financial regulations
including Basel III, and possibly home bias.
Taken together, advanced countries could face more uncertain funding conditions in the future given their higher reliance on foreign investors and growing exposure of their banks
to own government debt. In light of these potential risks, the
paper proposes a framework—sovereign funding shock scenarios (FSS)—to assess sovereigns’ vulnerability to sudden
investor outflows. It envisages a funding shock that is triggered by foreign private investor outflow and then examines
whether domestic banks can step in to fill the gap. A higher
level of sovereign debt that would be held by domestic banks
(continued on page 6)

Figure 1. Advanced Economies: Foreign Net Purchases and Sales of Government Debt, 2008Q1-2012Q3
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suggests growing interdependence between banks and the
sovereign, which could jeopardize domestic financial stability. As the standard debt sustainability analyses (DSA) does
not capture vulnerability to liquidity shocks or sudden stop,
the FSS can complement the DSA in that regard.

6

While FSS aim to capture the vulnerability stemming
from investor outflow, the proposed Investor Risk Index
(IRI) attempts to capture the likelihood of outflow by different types of investors. The index runs from zero to one hundred, based on the composition of the investor base and the
risk scores assigned to different investors given the way they
tend to change their holdings. By this metric, countries with
a high share of domestic investors, as well as foreign central
banks, in their investor base receive lower scores. In contrast,
high scores are assigned to countries whose investor base
has a high share of foreign private investors. Distinguishing
between foreign central banks and foreign private investors
is useful, particularly for countries where the foreign official
sector accounts for a large share of foreign investors (e.g.,
Australia).
The resulting risk indicators need to be interpreted with
caution. For instance, the FSS is a stress-test approach, thus
silent on the probability of shocks. Setting parameters and
scenarios requires economic intuition and judgment. Also,
the IRI alone does not predict a future crisis as such. Rather,

the IRI could be combined with other risk indicators, such as
current or projected debt-to-GDP ratios, to provide a more
comprehensive measure of sovereign risk. For example, Finland has a high IRI, but with its low debt-to-GDP ratio the
country is not necessarily prone to investor outflow. At the
same time, although Japan’s IRI is low owing to its domestically concentrated investor base, its high debt-to-GDP ratio
remains worrisome. Our related blog post highlights this
point (Arslanalp and Tsuda, 2013). Moreover, current account
imbalances (more specifically, international investment position) also can be used along with the IRI to better gauge risks
of investor flows from the economy. Finally, interpretation
of the IRI can vary depending on the exchange rate regime,
as a floating exchange rate probably provides a safety value
against foreign outflows.
Despite these limitations, these risk indicators can help
understand demand dynamics of sovereign debt, suggesting
lessons for policymakers. First, public debt managers should
continue to pay attention to investor relations and monitor
government refinancing risk closely through rigorous scenario analysis. Second, financial sector supervisors should
place more emphasis on macrofinancial risks emanating
from bank holdings of sovereign debt. Continuous monitoring of sovereign-bank interlinkages is warranted. Third, standard DSA should be complemented with investor base risk
indicators to capture sovereign risk in a more comprehensive
fashion. Finally, further efforts to reduce data gaps on investor holdings of sovereign debt could be of significant benefit
to policymakers, in line with the G-20 Data Gaps Initiative.

Figure 2. Bank Holdings of Own Government Debt in Advanced Economies, 2004Q1-2012Q3
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Q&A

Seven Questions on the Implications of Global Supply
Chains for Real Effective Exchange Rates
Rudolfs Bems

The real effective exchange rate (REER)—the
most commonly used measure of competitiveness—requires a conceptual update to reflect
the rise of global supply chains. This article
summarizes recent research that develops a
value-added REER, measuring competitiveness for value-added exports.

Question 1: What do we know about global supply
chains?
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The term “global supply chains” broadly refers to the shift
of production to a multi-stage arrangement that can stretch
across countries. In recent decades we have seen a proliferation in global supply chains, especially after 1990. A common
way to measure global supply chains is to estimate reexported imports, which have gradually increased to account
for around one-fourth of global gross exports. With these
networks, one can split gross exports of a country into two
parts: (i) re-exported imports and (ii) exports of value added.
Proliferation of global supply chains leads to an increasing “round-tripping” of goods across borders, as countries
import intermediate inputs, and export new products after
additional value is added to the input. As a result, the share of
value-added exports in gross exports falls, while the share of
re-exported imports rises.

Question 2: What are real effective exchange rates (REER)
measuring?
The question that motivates the construction of REER
indices is “How is demand for a country’s output affected
by changes in prices of output relative to competitors?” The
framework that underlies REERs (see Armington, 1969;
McGuirk, 1987) postulates that the answer depends on three
factors. First, the degree of openness—if a country is closed
then changes in prices relative to competitors do not affect
demand for output. Second, an elasticity of substitution,
which captures the sensitivity of demand to changes in relative prices. Finally, it depends on the REER, which summarizes relative price developments weighted by trade patterns.
For our purpose, the key simplifying assumption of the
conventional REER index is that countries produce goods
entirely at home and compete with each other in various

markets. Because there are no intermediate inputs, there is
no distinction between a price of a country’s value-added
and gross output. The two are identical. Similarly, there is no
distinction between exports in value-added and gross terms.
The two are, again, assumed to be identical.

Question 3: Does the rise of global supply chains warrant
a rethinking of REERs?
Accounting for global supply chains can alter our interpretation of the state of the international economy. Estimates show that global supply chains can change bilateral
trade flows. For example, in value-added terms, China’s
trade surplus with respect to the United States is roughly 25
percent to 40 percent smaller, because headline gross-trade
based surplus includes value added from other countries
(Johnson and Noguera, 2012a). Also, in value-added terms
the United States, not Germany, is France’s largest trade
partner. A more subtle point is that sectoral composition of
exports can change: in value-added terms one half of U.S.
exports are services. In gross terms services account for one
third of exports.
Turning more specifically to the framework that motivates REERs, all three previously mentioned ingredients can
in principle be affected by the rise of global supply chains.
Most importantly, in the presence of global supply chains
(and intermediate inputs more generally) there is a multitude of output prices and trade weights because quantities
and prices in value-added terms and gross terms are distinct. Consequently, a question arises as to what are the most
appropriate prices, weights, and formula for the REER.

Question 4: How to modify the REER that account for
global supply chains?
In a recent paper, Bems and Johnson (2012) account for
global supply changes by generalizing the framework that
motivates conventional REERs. In essence, they introduce
demand for intermediate inputs into the framework, in
addition to the final demand. They re-derive the REER index
with the same underlying motive, although the more general
framework allows for a more pointed question: “How is
demand for a country’s value added affected by changes in
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prices of value added relative to competitors?” The answer is
a new value-added index: Value-Added REER or VAREER.
There are two key advantages to using this particular
generalization of the conventional framework. First, it
collapses to the Armington demand system that motivates conventional REERs, when intermediate inputs are
assigned zero weights in production. Second, the new
framework has the same make/use structure as input-output tables, so all the model parameters (except elasticities)
can be easily mapped into data.

Question 5: What are the findings conceptually and
empirically?
Conceptually, Bems and Johnson (2012) find that the
gist of the REER remains valid—it summarizes relative
price developments weighted by trade patterns. The key
new insight concerns the types of data required to build
the index. To measure relative prices and trade links, the
VAREER uses different data from the conventional REER:
•
GDP deflators to measure changes in relative prices.
Intuitively, they are the most direct summary measure for
factor (capital and labor) costs.
•
Bilateral trade in value added to construct country
trade weights. What matters for a country’s competitiveness is demand for its value added, rather than for its gross
output. Intuitively, global supply chains redefine a country’s
competitors. There is less competition between countries
that share a supply chain because each can affect the price of
the final product and hence the competitiveness of any other
country in the supply chain. VAREER reflects these considerations by assigning smaller weights to countries that share
a supply chain.
Empirically, Bems and Johnson (2012) construct the
VAREER index for 42 countries over the 1970–2009 period
and compare it to the conventional CPI-based real effective
exchange rate. As one would expect, the two indices move
in the same direction. Year-to-year differences are small,
but over time sizable deviations can accumulate in some
cases. For example, while the conventional REER for China
exhibits no trend over the 1990–2009 period, VAREER
shows a 20 percent appreciation over the last decade. There
are also significant differences between VAREER and CPIbased REER for Eurozone countries, in the post-1995 period.
Among these countries, the VAREER moves more strongly
in directions that are consistent with the widening of current account imbalances prior to the onset of the crisis.

The authors decompose the differences between VAREER
and conventional REER and show that the bulk of deviations
between the two indices stems from the shift in prices from
CPI to GDP deflators. Although there can be sizable changes
in trade weights, these do not correlate systematically with
changes in relative prices and, hence, at least historically,
have not had a significant impact on differences between the
two price indices.

Question 6: Is the new index feasible to build for a large
set of countries?
Yes, it is relatively easy to implement the new VAREER
index. Because the gist of the REER formula does not
change, one simply needs to substitute weights and prices.
The price data—GDP deflators—are available at quarterly
frequencies for a large set of countries. The weights—based
on bilateral trade in value-added—have a more limited
coverage, but their availability has increased rapidly in
recent years. Several datasets are now available, including
from Timmer (2012) and Johnson and Noguera (2012).
Furthermore, because weights contribute little to the deviations between the two indices, weights based in bilateral
gross trade flows provide a good proxy for the VAREER
index. Using this shortcut, the VAREER can be computed
for all countries that report GDP deflators and bilateral
trade flows.

Question 7: How synchronized are national recessions
around episodes of global recessions? And how do
national cycles interact with the global cycle during these
periods?
Work on the effect of global supply chains on price
competitiveness needs to revisit the other two factors that
have been, justifiably or not, neglected by the conventional framework: the degree of openness and elasticity
of substitution (see Question 2 above). First, global supply chains reinterpret the traditional measures of openness. Empirically, countries are more open in value-added
terms (i.e., value-added trade as a share of GDP) than in
gross terms (i.e., gross trade as a share of gross output).
Furthermore, for the majority of economies openness has
been increasing over time. Changes in openness, in turn,
lead to reinterpretation of the macroeconomic impact of
a given change in a price index. The impact is larger when
the economy is more open. Results in Bems and Johnson
(2012) suggest that macroeconomic implications of this
channel can be significant.
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price indices. This is an empirical question that requires an
answer (see Bems, 2012, for further discussion).

(continued from page 9)

Finally, in the context of the new VAREER1 index, it
would be beneficial to gain a better understanding of
deviations between prices of a country’s value added and
gross output. In particular, to what extent are such deviations driven by domestic intermediate inputs as opposed to
imported intermediate inputs. If the source of deviations is
domestic, then it is domestic intermediate inputs, such as

Second, accounting for global supply chains and intermediate inputs more generally requires a reinterpretation
of price elasticities of demand. Available empirical estimates of relevant macro and micro elasticities are all based
on expenditure data and, therefore, estimate the effect of
changes in the relative price of final goods on demand for
goods. What is missing are comparable elasticity estimates
for value added. It is conceivable that some of the deviations
between the VAREER and the conventional REER index
stem from differences in underlying elasticities rather than
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Call for Papers
Asia: Challenges of Stability and Growth
September 26–27, 2013
The Bank of Korea (BOK), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the IMF Economic Review are organizing a conference on “Asia: Challenges of Stability and Growth.” The conference will be hosted by the BOK and will take place in Seoul
on September 26–27, 2013.
The conference will provide a forum to discuss innovative research on challenges of stability and growth that Asia is
facing and to facilitate the exchange of views among researchers and policymakers. The Program Committee welcomes
papers addressing the following issues in the context of Asia:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

Managing capital flows
Global imbalances
Exchange rate determination
Monetary and fiscal policy challenges
Macroeconomic fluctuations
Is there an Asian growth model?
Rebalancing growth: internal vs. external considerations
National savings
Investment dynamics
Financial sector development
Productivity growth
Demographic challenges

Papers that do not fit into these categories, but that are related to the main theme of the conference, are also welcome.
Interested contributors should submit a draft paper or a 10-page proposal to the Program Committee. The proposal
should include the title of the paper, the author(s)’s affiliation and contact information, the main questions to be examined, the most relevant literature, the intended contribution of the paper to the literature, and the possible data sets and
methodology to be employed. All presenters will be reimbursed for travel expenses and accommodation.
Please submit your proposals by Friday, April 12, 2013 (e-mail to resasia@imf.org). Please use the contact author’s
name as the name of the file. The Program Committee will evaluate all proposals in terms of originality, analytical rigor,
and policy relevance and will contact the authors whose papers have been selected by late April, 2013. A 20-page
work-in-progress draft will be required by Friday, June 7, 2013. Further information on the conference program will be
posted on the IMF website (www.imf.org).
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